Sky Inside

D Capo 4

D     G
I have a Sky inside of me
D     A
I have a sky inside of me
D
It's as blue as the day
G
And wide as the sea
D     A     D
Sky inside me
D     A     D
Sky inside me

G     D
Clouds may come and they go away
G     A
Rain may come and it doesn't stay
G     D
Nothing can ever take away this
D     A     D
Sky inside me
D     A     D
Sky inside me

G     D
Earth may shake and open up wide
G     A
Rivers may flood with rains from the skies
G     D
Whatever comes I can rely
D     A     D
This Sky inside me
   D    A    D
This Sky inside me

G               D
Friends may come and friends they may go
G               A
One day I'm high, then Oh so low
G               D
Something can never go is this

   D    A    D
Sky inside me
   D    A    D
Sky inside me